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Nick Repucci

It is shaping up to be another banner year of settlements 
for Big Pharma. Kicking off the year was an announce-
ment on January 17 by the United Kingdom’s largest 

drugmaker, GlaxoSmithKline PLC, that it expected “to re-
cord a legal charge” of $3.4 billion for the fourth quarter of 
2010 — an amount set aside for the probable settlement of 
an investigation by the U.S. Attorney’s Offi ce for the Dis-
trict of Colorado into the company’s U.S. sales and promo-
tional practices and for product liability cases regarding 
its diabetes drug, Avandia®.1 Reportedly, the company is 
under federal investigation for allegedly promoting nine 
of its products “off-label” from 1997 to 2004.2  

Next came a guilty plea on February 28 by Elan Phar-
maceuticals, Inc., a U.S. subsidiary of Irish drugmaker 
Elan Corporation, PLC, fi nalizing a $203.5 million settle-
ment agreement that was reached in December 20103 — 
in connection with the marketing of its epilepsy drug, 
Zonegran®.4 Then, on March 10, in a settlement that did 
not include an admission of guilt by the company, Astra-
Zeneca PLC agreed to pay a civil settlement of $68.5 mil-
lion to 37 states and the District of Columbia to resolve al-
legations that it promoted off-label prescribing of its schizo-
phrenia drug, Seroquel®.5 This — the largest multi-state, 
consumer protection-based pharmaceutical settlement on 
record — was separate from the $520 million federal set-
tlement over similar allegations announced last year.6

On May 13, the Wall Street Journal reported that ac-
cording to unnamed sources, federal prosecutors are seek-
ing approximately $1 billion to settle a six-year investiga-
tion into whether Janssen Pharmaceutical Inc., a Johnson 
& Johnson (J&J) company, promoted the off-label use of 
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its antipsychotic drug, Risperdal®.7 Accord-
ing to one of the sources, prosecutors are us-
ing the 2009 Eli Lilly settlement (which in-
volved a $1.4 billion payment relating to the 
marketing of the antipsychotic, Zyprexa®) as 
a benchmark to resolve the Janssen matter. 

In its April 3 Securities and Exchange Com-
mission (SEC) fi ling, the J&J subsidiary “re-
corded a reserve for a potential settlement of 
the penalties under the Food Drug and Cos-
metic Act.”8 The attorneys general of over 40 
states have either already fi led — or intend 
to fi le — actions against Janssen seeking re-
payment of Medicaid funds, civil penalties, 
and other compensation for Risperdal® pre-
scriptions written for off-label use. 

The month of June certainly did not disap-
point industry onlookers. The Justice Depart-
ment announced on June 9 that UCB Inc., 
the U.S. subsidiary of Belgian pharmaceu-
tical company UCB SA., pleaded guilty and 
will pay more than $34 million for promoting 
the off-label use of its epilepsy drug Keppra®.9 
And, just one day later, the Justice Depart-
ment announced that the U.S. subsidiary of 
Danish pharmaceutical company Novo Nor-
disk Inc. agreed to pay $25 million to settle 
allegations of off-label promotion of Novo-
Seven®, its hemostasis management drug.

With settlements like these announced 
almost every month, many in the industry 
are wondering how and why off-label mar-
keting and promotion of approved drugs 
has become such a chronic problem and 
whether there is more that could be done 
to protect the public. It is unclear with the 
mounting expense of these settlements 
whether the government is discouraging 
fraud and abuse or merely siphoning funds 
allocable to post-marketing pharmacovigi-
lance efforts. Let’s examine the issues.

DRUG DEVELOPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES 
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA, 
or “agency”) regulations that govern the devel-
opment of new drugs are intentionally strict. 
Manufacturers are required to conduct several 
time-consuming and costly studies (including 
pre-clinical or nonclinical laboratory and ani-

mal testing, as well as multiple phases of re-
search on human subjects — i.e., clinical trials) 
to demonstrate proof of safety and effi cacy of 
their drug.10 Prior to granting market approval, 
the FDA requires manufacturers to fi le a new 
drug application (NDA), which provides FDA 
reviewers with all of the necessary study data 
to determine whether the drug is safe and ef-
fective for its proposed use(s) and whether the 
benefi ts of the drug outweigh its risks.

As part of this review, the FDA scrutinizes 
known adverse drug reactions or events that 
were identifi ed during clinical trials, as well 
as any potential side effects of the drug. Re-
viewers rely on this data to critically evalu-
ate whether the proposed labeling language 
is appropriate for the new drug and, if not, 
what the labeling should include. Most im-
portantly, the FDA reviews this information 
to ensure that all of the claims that will be 
printed on the label for the drug are support-
ed by — and consistent with — the evidence 
from clinical trials.

WHAT DOES “OFF-LABEL USE” MEAN?
The term “off-label use” means the use of a 
drug for indications beyond those formerly 
evaluated by the manufacturer and approved 
by the FDA. Before a manufacturer is autho-
rized to market a new drug, the FDA must 
approve the drug’s label. The label explicitly 
states the “intended uses”11 or use of the drug 
(e.g., for treating particular diseases and in 
specifi c patient groups), the recommended 
dosage, the route of administration, possible 
side effects, warnings and other important in-
formation. By defi nition, a drug’s “labeling” or 
label includes any “written, printed, or graph-
ic matter” affi xed-to or “accompanying” the 
product (e.g., a package insert).12 The law also 
notes that intended use(s) or labeling claims 
can be presented in advertising and promo-
tional materials or in oral or written state-
ments by companies or their representatives.

WHY IS OFF-LABEL MARKETING ILLEGAL?
Marketing or promoting a drug “off-label” is 
illegal because it constitutes “misbranding,” 
which is prohibited by the FDA.13 As the agen-
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cy explains, “[a]n approved new drug that is 
marketed for an unapproved use is an unap-
proved new drug with respect to that use.”14,15 
For this reason, the FDA refers to “off-label 
use” as a “new use” or “unapproved use.”  

When a drug is misbranded, the labeling is 
considered “false and misleading” or not pro-
viding “adequate directions for use.”16 It is also 
illegal for a drug company to introduce mis-
branded drugs into interstate commerce.17 In 
other words, companies are not allowed to 
distribute for sale nationwide drugs that are 
being marketed for use off-label. The govern-
ment has the authority to criminally prose-
cute and/or fi le civil suit against anyone who 
markets misbranded drugs.18

LEGAL AND REGULATORY HISTORY

The legal and regulatory issues that form 
the basis for the high dollar settlements that 
we are seeing in the media have a long and 
deep-rooted history that dates back to the 
early years of the regulation of medicine in 
the United States. From the late 1800s to the 
early 1900s, the practice of medicine in the 
United States underwent historic changes 
— states began licensing physicians, physi-
cians formed medical associations, and for-
mal medical education gained legitimacy. 
In this climate, government-formed public 
health agencies interjected themselves into 
the medical profession and began to regulate 
activities believed by physicians to be right-
fully their own.19

With the enactment of the Federal Food, 
Drug and Cosmetic Act of 1938 (FD&C Act, 
or “Act”),20 the FDA was entrusted with 
the responsibility to ensure, among other 
things, that pharmaceuticals, biologics, and 
medical devices intended for human use 
are both safe and effective. Though the Act 
(and its subsequent amendments) charged 
the FDA with overseeing the research, de-
velopment, and marketing of new drugs, 
they have never regulated physicians’ pre-
scribing practices. This is because through-
out the FDA’s long and complicated legis-
lative history, the agency has maintained 
the “Practice of Medicine Exception” — in 

other words, the role of the FDA is not to 
regulate the practice of medicine.21

While this exception has never been 
clearly stated in the legislation that gives 
the FDA regulatory authority over drugs, it 
is believed that the original intent of Con-
gress, in enacting and amending the FD&C 
Act, was not for the FDA to interject itself 
into — or interfere with — the doctor-pa-
tient relationship. It is partly for this rea-
son that physicians are (in most cases) al-
lowed to prescribe medications “off-label.”  

HOW DID OFF-LABEL MARKETING BECOME 
A PROBLEM?
Physicians have for many years been prescrib-
ing FDA-approved drugs for unapproved uses, 
and the practice has become relatively rou-
tine in certain clinical settings.22 Beginning 
roughly around the early 1990s, manufactur-
ers started to realize that they were making 
considerable profi ts from selling drugs that 
were being prescribed off-label.  Regulators 
recognized that this was happening and ex-
pressed apprehension over the potential for 
serious fi nancial confl icts of interest between 
health care professionals and these drug 
makers. More importantly, the FDA was con-
cerned with the enormous unknown risks 
that widespread off-label prescribing posed to 
the health and safety of the American public.

The agency realized that it lacked the 
technological and regulatory capability to 
oversee the practice of off-label use and 
marketing. Because the FDA exercises the 
“Practice of Medicine Exception,” regulat-
ing off-label prescribing practices was not 
an option for it in regulating off-label use 
to protect the public. Instead, it focused on 
regulating the dissemination of materials 
provided by manufacturers to physicians 
on off-label use of approved drugs.

SAILING INTO “SAFE HARBOR”
In two guidance documents published in 
1996 — Guidance to Industry on Dissemina-
tion of Reprints of Certain Published, Origi-
nal Data and Guidance for Industry Funded 
Dissemination of Reference Texts — the FDA 
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outlined its stance on the appropriate dis-
semination of information on unapproved 
uses of approved drugs.23 These documents, 
which were later incorporated into Section 
401 of the Food and Drug Administration 
Modernization Act (FDAMA) of 1997, met 
fi erce opposition by the pharmaceutical in-
dustry, who by law would soon be required 
to drastically change their practices for shar-
ing drug information and also be required to 
submit a supplemental new drug application 
(with supporting study data) to the FDA.24

Prior to enactment of FDAMA in 1998, how-
ever, Washington Legal Foundation (WLF), a 
pro business, conservative-leaning advocacy 
group, fi led suit against the FDA claiming its 
guidance documents (and later, its regula-
tions) were unconstitutional on the grounds 
of violating the First Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution.25,26,27 The U.S. District Court 
for the District of Columbia sided with WLF 
and ordered a permanent injunction that re-
versed the law and rendered the FDA’s regu-
lations invalid. Subsequent to this ruling, the 
FDA issued a notice clarifying its stance, in-
dicating that a “safe harbor” would be provid-
ed to manufacturers who complied with the 
FDAMA provisions in Section 401 and that 
distribution of peer-reviewed medical and sci-
entifi c journal articles discussing unapproved 
uses of their drugs would not be held against 
them as a violation of misbranding law.28

Then in an interesting turn of events, rul-
ing on an appeal by the FDA, the U.S. District 
Court of Appeals dismissed both the FDA’s 
appeal and vacated the District Court’s deci-
sions and injunctions, but only to the extent 
that they declare the FDAMA and the con-
tinuing medical education (CME) guidance 
unconstitutional.29 This divided ruling result-
ed in the FDA retaining its right to use argu-
ably promotional material (i.e., reprints and 
references that are disseminated outside of 
the FDA’s “safe harbor”) as evidence in a mis-
branding or “intended use” enforcement ac-
tion. At the same time, manufacturers retain 
their rights to use the First Amendment to 
challenge the government in the event that 
such cases are brought against them.

Today, FDAMA Section 401 and the ac-
companying FDA’s regulations30 are no lon-
ger in effect. The FDA relies on its exist-
ing statutory authority31 and accompany-
ing guidance as its primary enforcement 
tool to prosecute companies who misbrand 
or market their approved drugs “off-label.” 
Where does this leave us in terms of polic-
ing the practice of off-label marketing? 

CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS

With off-label marketing settlements get-
ting a lot of attention in the media lately, 
it appears as though the practice is con-
tinuing and widespread. The general per-
ception among the public, including many 
prominent government offi cials, is that not 
much has changed in the industry. If any-
thing, the evidence indicates that we are 
seeing an increase in both violations and fi -
nancial penalties related to illegal off-label 
marketing and promotional activities.32

Companies are being prosecuted multi-
ple times for the same or related offenses 
despite enforcement efforts.33 The Depart-
ment of Justice has tried to make an example 
of some companies accused of wrongdoing, 
most notably the 2009 Eli Lilly and Pfi zer 
settlements.34 But experts argue that this has 
been largely ineffective at curbing the prac-
tice of off-label marketing because the fi nes 
and associated legal costs pale in compari-
son to the profi ts made by companies con-
victed of the crime; moreover, while stock 
prices inevitably dip after announcements 
like these, they don’t take long to climb back 
up to where they were.35,36 At least one fed-
eral prosecutor noted — in discussing with 
a reporter what he thinks of Pfi zer’s take-
away from the 2009 Bextra® settlement — 
“that dealing with the Department of Justice 
may be ‘just a cost of doing business.’”37

Despite the fact that the government has 
recovered nearly $4 billion since 2006 for 
off-label marketing violations alone, feder-
al prosecutors are worried that their efforts 
might not be having much of an effect on this 
practice. In light of this, the government has 
stepped up the pressure by holding individu-
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als (chief executive offi cers (CEOs) and other 
executives) personally accountable for the il-
legal activity, going so far as to exercise the 
Inspector General’s “exclusion” authority. 

In a recent landmark case, the former 
chairman of the board of K-V Pharmaceuti-
cal Co., Marc Hermelin, was excluded from 
participating in federal health care programs 
(effective November 18, 2010) after Ethex 
Corp., a wholly owned subsidiary of K-V, 
pled guilty to two felony counts for alleged-
ly misbranding and adulterating drugs. This 
marked the fi rst case in which a pharmaceu-
tical company executive was offi cially ex-
cluded without being convicted of a crime.

In the company’s press release, they not-
ed that he voluntarily resigned from the 
company “in an effort to avoid adverse con-
sequences to the company, including a dis-
cretionary exclusion of the company...” — a 
penalty that would have effectively rendered 
the company insolvent.38 Citing a more re-
cent case, Forrest Labs CEO was threatened 
with exclusion from federal health care pro-
grams after the company pleaded guilty last 
year for illegally promoting its antidepres-
sant Celexa off-label to children and adoles-
cents suffering from depression.39

Excluding an executive (and/or the com-
pany), however, may have unwanted con-
sequences that could disrupt the fl ow of 
life-saving drugs to patients, thus threaten-
ing public health. Such an outcome would 
prove utterly counterproductive to the gov-
ernment’s original intentions. It is for this 
reason that some people believe that exer-
cising exclusion authority amounts to an 
empty threat; unless the government also di-
vests the businesses and forces the offending 
company to continue operating and manu-
facturing their medicines, when executives 
do not resign and the company is effectively 
excluded from doing business with the gov-
ernment, the possible detriment to the sup-
ply of drugs and patients who take them is 
something the government will not be able 
to accept. As one reporter described it, like 
the investment giants on Wall Street, phar-
maceutical companies are “too big to nail.”

Still, there may be evidence that the settle-
ments and actions taken to date on this issue 
may be having some effect. Last year, federal 
prosecutors reported that we are witnessing 
the start to a slowdown in new “whistleblow-
er” suits, and, of the complaints that have re-
cently been fi led, the alleged misconduct is 
generally less fl agrant;40 however, prosecu-
tors also acknowledge that these cases are 
becoming harder to prosecute. Even so, we 
may not know for some time whether settle-
ment actions like the ones we are seeing are 
changing the behavior of drug companies, or 
if companies are just coming up with more 
clever marketing schemes that do not — or 
do not appear to — violate the law.

DISCUSSION

If the billion dollar settlement announcements 
and career-ending exclusions are not enough 
to convince the leadership of drug companies 
to stop the practice of marketing drugs off-la-
bel, what will work? Considering the fact that 
settlements are having no material adverse 
effects on companies’ fi nancial positions, at 
least the larger pharmaceutical giants have 
greater fi nancial incentive to continue the 
practice than they do to end it. And with the 
way the laws are currently written, we may 
be coming to an impasse. Corporate integrity 
agreements (CIAs) that require strict compli-
ance standards and continuing oversight by 
the federal government serve an important 
purpose. But are they working? Repeat offens-
es by drug companies do not support such a 
conclusion. Fines and penalties are simply 
not enough of a deterrent for pharmaceutical 
companies from continuing the practice.41

Another reason why off-label marketing 
is so diffi cult to control is because the legal 
and regulatory policies that we rely upon 
to oversee the research, development, ap-
proval, marketing, and use of drugs are not 
aligned well with the primary aim of our 
public health agencies — to protect and 
promote public health; however, the coun-
try is not ready to make the necessary con-
cessions to make public health a priority 
over the health of our businesses. Chang-
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ing our health priorities would require a 
massive legislative effort to overhaul the 
way we regulate the pharmaceutical indus-
try — something on par with the Affordable 
Care Act of 2010.

Considering the social complexity of the 
American health care system and the divid-
ed views over the role of government in the 
practice of medicine and business, it is highly 
unlikely that we will see substantial changes 
to the way we regulate drugs in the near fu-
ture. The off-label promotion quandary we 
see today is the result of more than 100 con-
tentious years of history between the feder-
al government, the medical profession, and 
pharmaceutical manufacturers. While both 
the federal government and pharmaceutical 
manufacturers each have a stake in improv-
ing the current state of affairs, no regulation 
or enforcement measure will be effective in 
thwarting off-label marketing and promotion 
without the physicians themselves leading 
the campaign.

Placing the responsibility to solve this prob-
lem squarely on the shoulders of physicians 
is, in fact, a point of view shared by some peo-
ple in the medical community.42 But should 
physicians be expected to play the added role 
of whistleblower? If history is any indication, 
it will take their commitment, if not their lead-
ership, to solve this problem. Just what role 
they will play, however, remains to be seen.

With the dominant mood on Capitol Hill 
being one for cutting government spending, 
perhaps now is a good time for Congress to ex-
amine the true cost that off-label prescription 
drug use and promotion have on our health 
care system. At least one study has shown 
that most (73 percent) off-label prescription 
drug use is not supported by scientifi c evi-
dence of therapeutic effi cacy.43 This amounts 
to millions (if not billions) of dollars of waste-
ful spending on prescription drugs by govern-
ment and private payers. The authors of this 
particular study — a team of researchers from 
Dartmouth, MIT/Harvard, and Stanford — 
suggest that policymakers consider manda-
tory post-marketing surveillance (or pharma-
covigilance) of drugs that are used off-label.

The millions of dollars that companies 
spend promoting drugs off-label, plus the add-
ed expense from subsequently litigating and 
settling off-label cases, might well cover the 
cost of post-marketing pharmacovigilance ef-
forts, and if more investment is needed, per-
haps some of the money that government 
health care programs end up saving — by elim-
inating wasteful spending on off-label prescrip-
tion drugs that do not work or, worse yet, cause 
harm and require additional health care expen-
ditures — could be used to partially subsidize 
or off-set some of the costs of implementing 
and maintaining a mandatory pharmacovigi-
lance system for off-label prescription drugs. 
This idea may sound extreme, but if coupled 
with a novel regulatory pathway that makes 
expanding approved drug labels more cost-
effective for manufacturers, everyone could 
stand to benefi t — especially the patients.

Note: Since the time of writing this article 
in July, news of an important legal action has 
kept off-label promotion fresh in the minds of 
industry observers. The U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services had a change of 
heart when, in a letter to Forest Labs on August 
5, it notifi ed the company that it was abandon-
ing its effort to bar the 83-year old CEO from 
participating in federal health care programs.44

This could be a sign that the Offi ce of Inspec-
tor General (OIG) is realizing that excluding 
CEOs from dealing with the government is 
unlikely to have its desired effect.
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